DI and DI id calculations over repeat protein families.
DI and DI id calculations over repeat protein families. Figure S3 : Analysis for different protein families. On the center we show on grey shadow the contact map (closest atoms at distance lower than 8Å) of representative family members. On the upper triangle the DI hits are marked in red crosses when they do not match a contact and on green circles when they do. On the lower triangle DI id hits are marked in red crosses when they do not match a contact and on green circles when they do. On their side we show the structure used with the backbones as gray ribbons, and the first 20 predicted contacts along multiple repeat pairs in red. On the right we compare the true positive rate obtained using DI (black triangles) and DI id (red squares) as predictor of contacts on the selected structure.
Selection of top DI and DI id . Figure S4 : Schema of the process to select top DI and DI id values. From the DI id matrix (A) we take the values of DI id of pairs of positions closer to m residues in sequence (we use m = 5). We calculate the euclidean distance between each pair of DI id values and dispose them in a distance matrix (B). This matrix is used as input for performing a hierarchichal clustering represented in the dendogram at (C). Using the R package dynamic tree cut we group the DI id values into clusters, as can be seen in colour code below the dendogram. In D we plot an histogram of the DIid differentiating according the cluster to which the DI id value belongs. From this we choose entire clusters to be considered positive DI id hits, which we plot again in the original matrix representation (E). Figure S7 : Analysis of number of DI id hits in pairs of positions on the same repeat (intra) and in consecutive repeats (inter) for several repeat protein families. At the upper panel we show the ratio between the number of hits inter and the number of hits intra. If the ratio is shorter than 1 (is below the dot line) the family shows more coevolutionary signal in positions intra repeat than in positions inter repeats. In the panel below we show the number of DI id hits coloured according to the inter/intra classification.
Distant couplings along a repeat-array
plmDCA and plmDCA id for representative structures of repeat protein families. Figure S8 : We applied the same correction to plmDCA. For each family we show in the right panel the contact map for a pair of repeats (grey shadow), on its upper triangle the first L0 hits for plmDCA (in green when it matches a contact and in red when it does not) and on its lower triangle the first L0 hits for plmDCAid, the corrected plmDCA (in the same colour code).
In the right panel we show the true positive rate in black for plmDCA and in red for plmDCAid.
